Biometric is a measuring technique that is utilised to discern a person's identity through a physiological or behavioural feature. Each modality on its own cannot always be reliable for recognition. The multimodal biometric system offers several advantages over the traditional biometric system. In order to overcome the limitations of the unimodal biometrics, the fusion of multimodal biometric traits have been used. In this paper, a multimodal biometric based on fingerprint, palm print and knuckle print is presented. Gabor filter is employed to extract features from these biometric traits. The features extracted from these biometric traits are normalised and fused together. The features are fused by feature level fusion, and the result of the proposed method provides efficient authentication, by minimising the FAR by 1.43%, and the framework achieves satisfactory performance.
Introduction
Human identification has been a subject of concentrated research for a couple of decades on account of its applications in all parts of secure surveillance. The rising number of conflicts between cyber security dangers and ordinary security techniques for workforce identification has led to biometric security systems. As it is not possible for some particular human attributes to be stolen or altered, utilisation of biometrics has been a subject of incredible significance for individual identification (Khursheed and Mir, 2014) .
The term biometrics is characterised as 'automated recognition of people in view of their behavioral and biological characteristics'. Biometrics is the most secure and dependable tool for the identification and recognition of humans, on the grounds that it cannot be stolen, though it can be borrowed. Numerous features of the human body can be utilised for usage in biometrics-based application. These may be physical like face, finger, palm or may be either behavioural like signature, discourse and gait (Galbally et al., 2013) .
All biometric data which are capable of differentiating individuals are regarded as biometric modalities. Ideal biometric data must possess the characteristics given below: (1) universality, which implies that every individual should possess the feature, (2) uniqueness, which implies that the feature should be distinct for two separate individuals, (3) permanence, which implies that it should be present throughout the individual's lifetime, (4) collectability, which implies that it should be capable of being measured easily, as well as (5) acceptability, which implies that there should be consensus on actual usage by users.
There are basic prescripts underlying biometrics innovations. In all biometrics-based identification, there are two stages: first stage will be known as enrolment stage, where the individual information is to be stored in the biometrics system, for this reason scanner or camera can be utilised. It will store biometrics features in two systems. Once the features are stored, the first stage is finished. Second stage is known as verification stage, where the features of the client are compared to the already stored database.
The biometric system is unable to do away with fraudulent assaults, despite utilising unimodal biometric systems, which have poor execution as well as precision. Another way to deal with this is to use multimodal biometric system. The multimodal biometric systems (Jain and Aggarwal, 2012) offer identification and human security over the most recent couple of decades. Because of this reason multimodal biometrics systems are altered for numerous fields of utilisations. Multimodal biometrics are those that use, are able to use one or more than one physical or behavioural characteristic. Multimodal biometrics goal is to diminish False Acceptance Rates (FAR), False Rejection Rates (FRR), and Failure to Enrol Rates (FTR), and to overcome the artefacts present. In spite of the various benefits of biometric systems, which, regard to easy usage, improved security as opposed to conventional methods, their usage is restricted to particular kinds of applications, like e-passport.
Fingerprints are one of the vital parameters utilised for upholding security as well as keeping up a dependable ID of any person, in the current state of affairs. Fingerprints are utilised as parameters of the security for the purposes of voting, examinations, operating bank records and many more. They are likewise utilised for limiting access to deeply secured spots like workplaces, hardware rooms, etc. (Iwasokun et al., 2012; Onyesolu and Ezeani, 2012) . The below mentioned facts account for the vast usage and admissibility of fingerprints for implementing or monitoring security: fingerprints vary widely and no two individuals have identical prints. There is extreme level of consistency in fingerprints. An individual's fingerprints may alter in scale, however not relatively in appearance, unlike the situation in other biometrics. Fingerprints remain the same every time, when the fingers come into contact with a surface. There is accessibility to compact as well as reasonably priced fingerprints capturing instruments. There is accessibility to rapidly computing hardware, as well as the presence of extreme recognition rates and speed gadgets which address the issues of numerous applications. There is an exponential rise of network as well as internet transactions. The enhanced cognizance of the requirement for usability is a key part of dependable security.
Fingerprints are one of the chief biometric innovations. It is furthermore considered a valid evidence in courts of law, all over the planet. Fingerprints are utilised in legal departments across the world when investigating criminals. Monstrous amounts of fingerprints are gathered and retained each day in a vast collection of applications along with access administration, as well as driver's license registrations. In recent times, an expanding group of non-military personnel, moreover, commercial enterprises are either utilising or proactively taking into consideration. The utilising unique finger impressionbased identifications, due to a greater comprehension of fingerprints, are showing matches more than the other existing biometric innovations. Analyses of fingerprints for matching function for the most part need the examination of numerous alternatives of the print design. These embrace patterns that are a blend of features of ridges, as well as minutiae points, which are particular choices discovered in the patterns (Lakshmi and Babu, 2012) .
Numerous sorts of biometric verification systems have been produced in view of various biometric features which are physical (for example, fingerprints, face, irises, palm prints, hand shape, and so forth.) and behavioural attributes (for example, signatures, voices, gaits, and so forth.). Palm prints are a comparatively recent biometric attribute; it has many benefits when contrasted with other attributes. Palm prints contain more data than fingerprints, hence they are more particular. Furthermore, palm print catching gadgets are much less expensive than iris gadgets. Palm prints are one of the vital biometric attributes with greater client acknowledgement. These are the most essential attribute due to its unique nature as well as stability. Palm prints comprise different characteristics, such as geometrical characteristics, line attributes, and delta as well as minutiae points. Nevertheless, geometrical features, for example the width of palms, may be replicated effectively by creating a model of the hand. Delta points as well as minutiae may be extricated just from high-resolution scans. Main lines or wrinkles, known as line attributes, are the most unmistakably noticeable characteristics in lowdefinition palm print scans (Biradar, 2013) .
Palms are the inward surface of the hand from the wrist to the fingers. Palm print verifications, which are to figure out if two palm prints are from one palm, may employ the physiological attributes noted previously. In any case, both delta points and minutiae attributes solely may be acquired in high-definition images. Moreover, geometrical attributes are effectively caught so that duplicate palms may be made.
Evaluating multimodal biometric systems: for increasing performance of biometric systems, several pieces of information may be combined for taking decisions. Evaluating privacy: in the recent decade, a novel research domain for protecting biometric templates has risen. These days, various protection methods are present; however, they are not mature for huge scale deployment. Instances of such strategies include fuzzy commitment, fuzzy vault scheme as well as the Bio-Hashing principle. Quality measurement of three-dimensional face data: compared to two-dimensional facial recognition, this is regarded as a better solution for enhancing performance of biometric systems. In spite of the benefits of three-dimensional technologies in contrast to twodimensional methods, no studies are present which measure quality of three-dimensional biometric raw data. Additionally, studies on measuring quality of three-dimensional video or image contents are also less in number.
The texture design delivered by the finger knuckle bowing is singular and makes the surface a particular biometric identifier. Benefits of utilising Finger Knuckle Print (FKP) incorporate rich in textural attributes, effortlessly accessible, contactless image acquisition, invariant to feelings and other behavioural characteristics, for example tiredness, stable features and acknowledgement by the general public (Neware et al., 2013) .
Literature review
Patel (2015) suggested algorithm for thinning procedure that consists of information about fingerprint (biometrics) recognition. Entire procedure of recognition was disclosed from image capturing to verification. The image captured initially was converted to grey scale, and then image advancement was performed. The thinning procedure assumes control the final process just as essential as thinning process and feature extraction extracts ridge completion, bifurcation, and dot. The accuracy relies upon the outcomes of the three primary processes, such as specific pre-processing, thinning process and feature extraction. Verma et al. (2013) introduced another technique for human identification utilising palm print-based biometrics. Every one of the images of the palm was captured utilising an advanced camera. Then some exceptional features were separated for the palm print images of the human, utilising image processing. Here, extraordinary region-based features are extracted that are more effective. Data set was made for utilising such features. Neural network performs the similarity matching. Back-propagation algorithm was employed in this method. Usharani and Saravanan (2014) presented a multimodal biometric system utilising palm vein and palm print. Wavelet-based texture features extricate features from the palm print, while autoregressive model-based texture features were extricated for the palm vein. Acquired features were standardised utilising z score normalisation and combined utilising concatenation. Feature selection was accomplished by Correlationbased Feature Selection (CFS) and classification by utilising K-NN and Naive Bayes. Mun and Deorankar (2014) suggested another multimodal biometric methodology utilising principle component analysis and local binary feature extraction algorithm, overlapped with periocular features for plastic surgery invariant face recognitions. This system concentrates shape and in addition texture features and enhances the recognition rate utilising the periocular biometrics. The investigations were conducted utilising nonsurgery face database and plastic surgery face database.
Minutiae-based methods of the fingerprint are based on its nearby features similar to terminations and bifurcations. This methodology has been seriously researched; additionally it is also regarded as the backbone of recent fingerprint identification devices (Kulshrestha et al., 2012) . This is the most famous as well as the most broadly utilised system because it is based on the fingerprint in which the comparisons are made by the examining devices. Minutiae are extricated from the two fingers and retained as set of points in the 2D plane. Minutiae-based coordinating basically comprises of discovering the alignments between the templates and the information minutiae set. The outcome is in the greatest quantity of minutiae pairings.
The notion of Crossing Number (CN) is generally utilised for separating the minutiae (Babatunde et al., 2011; Malar and Raj, 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2012; Gayathri and Ramamoorthy, 2012; Scheme and Englehart, 2011) .
The skeleton images of the fingerprints are examined and minutiae are identified utilising the characteristics of CN. Anitha and Rao (2015) put forth a novel way to extricate the Region of Interest (ROI) for the palm print and the Inner Knuckle Print (IKP) from the hand images captured from a camera. A new algorithm distinguishes a candidate's key point on the hand region. Utilising the candidate key points a novel way to find the ROI of palm print and inward knuckle print that has been used. The outcome acquired was promising and confirms the helpfulness of ROI extraction approach for creating hand-based biometric recognition systems. Neware et al. (2015) introduced a finger knuckle identification system that utilises Dynamic Programming (DP) for the arrangement of Radon-like attributes. The main thought is to utilise Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) for matching Radon-like attributes of two knuckle scans. The investigation was completed by utilising IIT-Delhi finger knuckle data set version 1.0. The knuckle print attributes were separated utilising the Radon-like attribute system and it was arranged utilising DTW for identifying the FKPs. The results were acquired by utilising RLF and DTW was more promising than subspace as well as Gabor filtering systems. Sharma (2014) talked about a complete system and an indigenous outline model for fingerprint verification, utilising the minutiae extraction strategy. The fingerprint image was a pre-procedure to accomplish a decent quality minutiae extraction by image improvement including histogram equalisation, quick Fourier transformation and image binarisation. After that, segmentation was done to get the viable zone of the fingerprint accompanied by minutiae extraction which incorporates ridge thinning and minutiae marking. A post-processing operation was done to incorporate evacuation of H-breaks, disengaged points and false minutiae. Then, minutiae coordinating was performed in which post handled fingerprint image was matched with the database, to obtain the decision. Smorawa and Kubanek (2015) researched on different phases of biometric systems outline from acquisition and feature extraction to biometric design creation for verification routines. The extraction strategies based on two-dimensional thickness function and the extraction of the characteristic points -minutiae -were introduced. The paper features the outcomes of tests completed on two unique bases of blood vessels in a hand. Neware et al. (2014) introduced a component-based identification strategy for developing a biometric identifier called FKP. Strategies were utilised for feature-based methodology utilising Gabor filter strategy. Perumal and Ramachandran (2015) extricated the local convex direction guide of the FKP image. Later, local attributes of improved FKP were extricated utilising Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT), Speeded-Up Robust Feature (SURF) as well as Frequency Features. SIFT was developed by way of patterns around key points from scale space dissociated images. Attribute vectors through SURF were shaped by way for patterns around key points that were distinguished utilising scaled up filters. Frequency scope of pixel levels in every image is applied by utilising Empirical Mode Decompositions (EMD). For authenticating FKP scans, least length between inquiry image as well as the database, to assess their comparability, was utilised. Here, PolyU FKP data set scans were employed to analyse the execution of the suggested model. The exploratory outcomes illustrated the proficiency as well as adequacy of the novel biometric attribute. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed method. The input images are finger print, palm print and knuckle print. The features are extracted using the Gabor filter from all the three biometric traits. The extracted features are normalised and the features which are obtained after normalisation are fused. The fused data set is stored in the database for further verification purpose. 
Methodology

Fingerprint: minutiae
The finger print features are extracted using the Gabor filter. In this the centre point is found using the least square orientation estimation algorithm (Hong et al., 2014) . The centre point is identified from the normalised image and, with respect to this, the m = 4 Figure 2 shows the detection of edges and ridges using the Gabor filter. 
Palm print: datum points
The objective of datum point determinations is to accomplish the registrations in the palm print attribute representations and coordinating. As a prime, the critical procedure in the palm print verifications is straightforward and effective as could be expected under the circumstances. The fundamental thought of datum point determination is to find the endpoint of every key line. As per the given normality, the primary lines and their endpoints were correctly identified by utilising directional projection algorithms.
Directional projection algorithm
This is an easy though efficient technique of detecting line segments along certain orientations (Lin et al., 2013; Pavlidis, 2012; Kumar and Prathyusha, 2009; Cui and Yang, 2011) widely known as projection.
In a grey scale image, let F be an M  N and f(i, j) be grey level of pixel (i, j)(i = 0, 1, 2, M -1; j = 0, 1, 2, N -1). Presume that the projective angle α is assessed clockwise from i-axis as well as pixel (i, j) is a pixel in F, without loss of generality, at that moment, an x-y right angle coordinate system may be set up, of which pixel (i, j) is the source as well as orientation of x-axis is that of the projection. In x-y harmonised system, a (2m + 1)](2n + 1) pixel in size sub-image, F 1 , may be achieved, and f(x, y) refers to the grey level of pixel (x, y), where (x = -m, -m + 1, , 0, , m -1, m; y = -n, -n + 1,  0, n -1, n). Owing to this, the communication between this set of coordinate systems is given as in equation (1): 
In F1, it is obvious that directional projection of the sub-image is in equation (2):
The smoothed set q(y) is computed as in equation (3) 
The fundamental outline of the model has the following four projective orientations:
 horizontal projection (a = 0°)
 projection with 45° (a = 45°)
 vertical projection (a = 90°)
 projection with 135° (a = 135°)
Knuckle: minutiae
A knuckle pattern is characterised by a set of ridgelines that intersect and terminate at some points or may occur in parallel. The uniqueness in the knuckle print can be determined by the local ridge characteristics based on their bifurcation. Characteristics are based on local discontinuities in the knuckle print pattern and represent the ridge termination or bifurcations. In this work the ROI is extracted and binarised to obtain the characteristic features. 
Gabor filters
Gabor filter refers to the band pass filter that has both orientation selection and frequency selective characteristics and has optimum joint resolution in both spatial and frequency domains. Through application of correctly tuned Gabor filter to signature images, textural information may be produced. The accentuated textural data may be utilised for generating features vector. Gabor filters have been utilised with success in segmenting finger prints as well as palm prints and their identification. Gabor filters are utilised in extraction of salient features from the two modalities, because of the capacity for extracting maximal information from local image regions. The features are robust against translations, rotations, as well as variation (Makinde et al., 2014) . Gabor filters have excellent features extraction accuracy on both images particularly at features extraction level. Gabor filters have characteristics of spatial localisation, orientation selectivity as well as spatial-frequency selectivity. Hence, they have been employed in several domains like textural classification, facial recognitions, handwritten character recognitions, finger print classifications as well as recognitions. It deals with various orientations in finger print images in a sensitive manner and provides resilient representation with regard to minute local alterations (Mote and Zope, 2012) .
Features extraction (Gopi and Pramod, 2012 ) is executed through utilisation of Gabor filters. Gabor filters are band pass filters that possess introduction selective and the frequency-selective attributes which are in combined resolution, both in spatial and frequency fields. Gabor filters are broadly utilised for removing textural data that were capable of catching particular neighbourhood attributes in textural images. 2D Gabor filter performs combined function with intricate plane waves as well as Gaussian formed functions. It is characterised as in equation (6) 
where
is the introduction of Gabor filter, f addresses filter focus frequency,  x as well as  y are scales of the Gaussian shape, x as well as y are two vertical Gaussian axes. The most vital variables f.  x and  y in Gabor functions which make the filters to fit in a particular application. Gabor filters may be divided into nonexistent part and genuine part. The non-existent part (odd symmetric) of Gabor filter is utilised for edge detection. The genuine part (even symmetric) Gabor filter is utilised for recognising the ridge as a part of the image (Al-Juboori et al., 2013) . To investigate the Gabor filter as far as genuine part and non-existent part is represented in equation (7) 
where m refers to scale index, k refers to channel index while f mk represents the middle frequency of the genuine part and fanciful piece of Gabor filter at the kth channel. After the Gabor filter, the improved palm scan is convoluted with the Gabor filter bank. The best outputs to the Gabor filter are reliant upon its variables   0 , , and
Gabor filter-based attributes are effectively connected to face recognitions, design recognitions and fingerprint upgrade. The groups of 2-D Gabor filters are initially displayed by Daugman (1988) , which is a system for comprehending the introduction and spatial frequency selectivity properties of the filter. The fingerprint print image will be checked by an 8  8 window; for every block the greatness of the Gabor filter is removed with distinctive estimations of (m = 4 and m = 8). The features separated (new diminished size image) will be utilised as the data to the classifier.
Features level fusion
The features are extracted and the extracted features are normalised. Normalisation is utilised in pattern recognition so that some features do not dominate distance computations at the time of classification. It should permit every attribute component to be treated the same with regard to contribution to distance. The dimension of every attribute of the feature set is fit to the range.
Fusion is an excellent method for increasing system accuracy as well as resilient. Attributes from various biometric traits are combined as finger print and palm print, finger print, iris and face and so on (Soruba Sree and Radha, 2014; Ephin et al., 2013) . The best combination is the fusion of finger print, palm print and knuckle print. Features set is extracted from various information sources and is joined into a joint features vector. The novel higher dimensional features vector denotes an individual. A reduction method is to be employed for selecting solely the useful attributes.
Fusion at feature level implies integrating features set relating to several modalities. Integrating them at this level provides improved recognition outcomes as the quantity of raw biometric data is higher here. But it is hard to practically carry this out due to: (1) incompatibility between the features, (2) no knowledge regarding relations between feature spaces of various biometric systems, and (3) concatenation of two feature vectors might result in feature vector with huge dimensionality giving rise to the problem of the curse of dimensionality (Ross and Govindarajan, 2004) .
Although features level fusion is better because of the presence of more rich information as well as decrease in response time, it is not vastly utilised because of the reasons stated above. The final issue of the curse of dimensionality may be alleviated through usage of Principle Component Analysis (PCA) (Nadheen and Poornima, 2013) .
Normalisation of Feature Vector: min-max normalisation strategy is employed that normalised features vector between [0, 1] . Assume X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , , x n } is the feature vector, normalised feature vector X may be given through min-max normalisation in equation (8). 
Feature fusion of finger print, palm print as well as knuckle print features create the base of multimodal system in the study. Finger print authentication is a dependable biometric verification procedure because of it elements of universality, permanency, uniqueness, as well as accuracy. Recent finger print recognition protocols have their basis in the matching of minutiae attributes that denote local deviations in hand ridge flows. Finger print templates store every minutiae location, orientation as well as structural relation amongst points identified at the time of enrolment. For identifications, deformations between two point sets are got and similarity scores are employed to those points. Palm prints and knuckle prints are a comparatively novel physical biometric, used frequently, because of its stability as well as uniqueness. They have rich information with singular features such as principal lines, wrinkles, ridges as well as valleys on palm surface and knuckle surface unlike finger print identifications which match one attribute to several in a data set, palm print authentication procedures match one-to-one (Bong et al., 2010) .
Results and discussion
The database used for the analysis of fingerprint is FVC 2000 to FVC 2004, for palm print CASIA -Multi-Spectral palm print version 1, and for knuckle print Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU). In order to know the better efficiency of the biometric traits, the features are fused as follows: Table 2 and Figure 4 it is observed that the feature extraction using Gabor filter for fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 4.49% than fingerprint & palm print and by 9.42% than fingerprint & knuckle at GAR % is 0.001. When the GAR % increases the feature extraction also performs better. So at GAR % is 1, the feature extraction using Gabor filter for fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 4.55% than fingerprint & palm print and by 10.75% than fingerprint & knuckle. 
Figure 5
Feature extraction using Gabor filter for proposed method
From Table 2 and Figure 5 it is observed that the feature extraction using Gabor filter for proposed method fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 4.04% than fingerprint & palm print and by 10.1% than fingerprint & knuckle at GAR % is 0.001. When the GAR % increases the feature extraction also performs better. So at GAR % is 1, the feature extraction using Gabor filter for fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 11.72% than fingerprint & palm print and by 15.52% than fingerprint & knuckle. From Table 3 and Figure 6 it is observed that the feature fusion using Gabor filter for proposed method fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 7.68% than fingerprint & palm print and by 12.8% than fingerprint & knuckle at GAR % is 0.001. When the GAR % increases the feature extraction also performs better. So at GAR % is 1, the feature fusion using Gabor filter for fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs better by 1.43% than fingerprint & palm print and by 1.62% than fingerprint & knuckle.
Conclusion
Fingerprint, palm print, and knuckle print images are removed utilising Gabor filter. From the test results it is noticed that the feature fusion utilising Gabor filter for the proposed system fingerprint, palm print and knuckle print performs by 7.68% over fingerprint and palm print and by 12.8% than fingerprint and knuckle print at GAR % is 0.001. The point when the GAR % builds the feature extraction, it performs better. So at GAR % is 1, the feature fusion utilising Gabor filter for fingerprint, palm print and knuckle performs by 1.43% over fingerprint and palm print and by 1.62% than fingerprint and knuckle print.
